
The wedding day can be a very stressful day.  You want to make sure everyone has a good time, 

and everything runs smoothly.  Handling everything that needs to be done on the big day can be 

difficult, which is where the services of a day-of-coordinator can be beneficial.   

As your day-of-coordinator we will meet with the bride and groom prior to the wedding to discuss 

their plans for the wedding day. We will then draft a wedding day schedule and set up layout.  The 

bride and groom will supply the coordinator with the names and contact information for all vendors 

and list what services are being provided.  We will communicate with the vendors to provide a set 

up schedule and make sure the vendor has everything he/she needs on the wedding day. 

As your day-of-coordinator we will help reduce stress by managing the wedding activities 

beginning with the rehearsal, which is typically held the day before the wedding.   We will attend 

and coordinate the rehearsal to make sure everyone knows when they will be walking and where 

they will be standing or sitting during the ceremony.  

There are a lot of things to oversee and questions to be answered on the day of your wedding. As 

your day-of-coordinator we will handle these concerns and make sure that everything is done on 

time. On the wedding day we will make sure everyone is where they should be and will keep the 

wedding on schedule and running smoothly.   

During the ceremony, as your day-of-wedding coordinator, we will make sure that all elements of 

the service proceed as planned. We will make sure that the guests are seated correctly and in a 

timely fashion, that members of the wedding party are directed to their places and entrances are 

timed with the music. We will also coordinate with the musicians/DJ to confirm that the correct 

music is played on cue.  We will also make sure that all props, such as unity candles, are in the 

proper place and that the ceremony progresses as scheduled. 

Once the ceremony is completed, we will direct guests to the location of the reception and make 

sure that the caterer and other vendors serve the guests their drinks and food on time. As your day-

of-wedding coordinator we will coordinate with your DJ or musicians on dinner, toasts, special 

dances, cake cutting and any other announcements. 

Our fee for a day-of-coordinator is $650.00.  For additional information or to set up a 

complimentary consultation please fill out our contact form. 

 


